CSCI-1680
Breathe/Midterm review

Nick DeMarinis

Based partly on lecture notes by Rachit Agarwal, Rodrigo Fonseca, Jennifer Rexford, Rob Sherwood, David Mazières, Phil Levis, John Jannotti
Administrivia

• Midterm out today
  – Will post when I get back to my desk, before noon
  – Due Friday by 11:59pm
  – Take-home format, designed for ~2hrs
  – Open book, open notes, open Internet
  – No collaboration: no sharing with peers; no posting on StackOverflow, etc
  – Ask questions in office hours, or make private EdStem posts

• Upcoming office hours
  – Today: 3-5pm (CIT506), 5:30-7pm (Zoom), with Me
  – Tomorrow: noon-2pm (me, via Zoom); 4-6pm (Yongjeong, CIT203)
Administivia

Deadlines
• Summer work apps: Sunday, Mar 20 by 11:59pm
• IP project: Mar 22 by 11:59pm

Class next week will be light (please stay checked-in!)
• Tuesday: fun network tools, port scanning, IP spoofing
• Thursday: short intro to TCP
Questions?